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Abstract. In this paper we propose view-independent face detection model using cortex-like features and classify 

patterns with Mixture of Expert, ME. Feature extraction of the model uses C1 Standard Model Feature, C1 SMF, 

motivated from biology and eigenface for dimensional reduction on the CMU PIE dataset. Since C1 Standard Model 

Feature and the combining method based on ME with teacher-directed learning for view invariance were jointly used 

and also has a biological motivation, the proposed model get high detection rate 97% at different face view images. 
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1   Introduction 

Since the view of faces changes dynamically in real environments and applications, a challenging task is to realize 

view independent face detection. These view changes cause large variations in appearance and making difficult to 

create a method robust enough to different angles of a face. In an attempt to cope with the wide degree of view variation 

inherent in such non-frontal face images, the authors in [1] proposed view-based face detection models, which classify 

faces of different viewing angles, for multi-view face detection. Schneiderman and Kanade [2] proposed a pioneering 

multi-view face detection system in which the detection accuracy was enhanced by using five view-based face detectors 

to estimate the joint probability of local appearances and the corresponding geometric poses in order to calculate the 

posterior probability. Li et al. [3] modified the Adaboost algorithm proposed by Viola and Jones in [15] for the training 

of face and nonface classifiers. By implementing these classifiers using a simple-to-complex pyramidal structure, the 

authors successfully developed a computationally efficient multi-view multi-face detection system. 

Most proposed methods are based on using a number of samples from multi views, such as single-view eigenspace. 

In these methods, the most direct way of view independent face detection is by simply storing an adequate number of 

different views of a face which are used to deal with the pose problem. An example of multiview approaches is 

described in [4] in which different eigenspaces are created for each view. The single-view eigenspaces has also been 

used in [5] with three projection spaces of frontal, half profile and profile. The alternative solution for view-independent 

recognition based on PCA technique is the global eigenspace. The global eigenspace is created from all face images in 

different poses. This method has been used in [6] to simultaneously perform object pose estimation and recognition. 

In this paper, we propose a feed forward, hierarchical neural processing model for view-independent face detection. 

According to this model, the view-independent representation is inspired from ventral stream of visual cortex which is a 

fraction of hierarchical model suggested by Riesenhuber and Poggio at el [7]. Riesenhuber and Poggio propose a model 

that is motivated from a quantitative theory of ventral stream of visual cortex which has high performance at complex 

scenes. In these scenes object recognition must be robust respect to pose, scale, position, rotation and image condition 

(lightening, camera characteristics and resolution). The standard model is comprised of several computational layers of 

simple and complex cell units creating a growth in complexity as the layers progress from V1 to inferior temporal 

cortex (IT) [8]. The outputs of the first layer of complex cell unit are employed as feature extraction method. 

In this paper, we propose a neural computational model for view-independent face detection which is based on the 

so-called mixture of experts (MOE) architecture and falls under the category of multiview based approaches. In MOE, 

the problem space is divided into several subspaces for the experts, and then the outputs of experts are combined by a 

gating network. Basically, our focus is on the way that the face space is partitioned by MOE. Roughly speaking, we 

attempt to facilitate this task for MOE to achieve more accurate view-independent face detection.    

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and Section 3 briefly describes C1 SMF and MOE. It is 

followed by the description of our proposed model by details in Section 4. Section 5 presents experimental results and 
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comparisons with previously published approach to the same problem. Section 6, finally draws conclusion and 

summarizes. 

2   S1 and C1 Standard Model Features 

The recent studies in object recognition for primate visual cortex have proved that feedforward path way of object 

recognition is performed in preliminary processing in the ventral stream [7,8]. The first layer of the model quantitatively 

corresponds to the tuning properties of V1 cells along the ventral stream of visual cortex. This layer consists of two 

hierarchical layers of computational units composed of simple S1 units and complex C1 units [8]. This layer of our 

framework is mostly based on that of Serre and Poggio et al. [9], with small changes according to the base model which 

consist of four hierarchical layers of computational units composed of alternating simple S units and complex C units. 

This layer is summarized as follow. 

S1 Units: A gray-value input image is first analyzed by a multidimensional array of simple S1 units which 

correspond to the classical simple cells in the primate visual cortex (V1) [9]. At first stage, S1 responses are obtained by 

applying a battery of Gabor filters to the input images, which have been shown to provide a good model of cortical 

simple cell receptive fields. Indeed, the S1 units extract features with a localized, oriented-edge detection on the image, 

with help of 2D Gabor filter, that react to line of a particular orientation, scale, and position. Gabor function can be 

described by the following equation: 
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where the aspect ratio γ=0.3, the orientation θ and the effective width σ , the wavelength λ were adjusted so that the 

tuning calls of the corresponding S1 units match those of V1 parafoveal simple calls as closely as possible. This was 

done by sampling the parameter space and applying Gabor filters to stimulus, e.g., a bar of optimal width and height, an 

edge or a grating at the optimal spatial frequency and selecting the parameter values that capture the tuning properties of 

V1 cells. In our approaches, we arranged the S1 filters to form a pyramid of scales, spanning a range of sizes from 7×7 

to 21×21 pixels in steps of two pixels and considered four orientations (0°,45°,90°,135°) , thus leading to 32 different 

S1 receptive field types (8 scales×4 orientations), and the C1 layer and S1 layer parameters have been arranged as [9].  

C1 Units: The next C1 units corresponds to cortical complex cells which illustrate some tolerance to shift and size. 

Complex cells tend to have larger receptive field and to be more tuned than simple cells. C1 units pool over afferent S1 

units from the previous layer by performing nonlinear MAX-like operation over the same orientation within the 

neighborhood of S1 units in both space and scale. In other words, the response r of a complex unit is the strongest 

response of its m afferents (x1,…,xm) from the previous S1 layer such that: 

1
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Consider each scale band contains two adjacent filter sizes (there are four scale bands). For instance, the first scale 

band for each orientation contains two S1 filters with sizes 7×7 and 9×9. Note that both S1 filters have the same 

dimensions. The response of the C1 unit is obtained by sub-sampling these S1 maps using a cell grid of size Ns×Ns= 

8×8. From each grid cell, the maximum of all 32 elements gives one single measurement. As a last stage, by taking a 

maximum over the two scales, for each call consider the maximum value from the two maps. Again, this process is 

independently repeated for each of the four orientations and each scale band. 

As discussed in [10], this non-linear pooling operation provides an increase in the tolerance to changes in position 

and scale from the S1 to the C1 layers while avoiding the superposition e.g., a unit performing a SUM over its inputs 

could not discriminate between of many weak stimuli and the presence of its preferred (optimal) stimulus. So that this 

layer creates slight position and scale invariance. 

3   MOME with Teacher-Directed Partitioning  

    Mixture of multilayer perceptron experts architecture, is the most famous method in the category of dynamic 

structure of classifier combining [11]. In the self-directed partitioner MOME just described, the experts networks were 

not biased   to   prefer   one   class   of   faces   to   another,   in   other   words,   the   network   itself  partitions the face 

space into subspaces and decides which subspace should be learned by which expert. In our modified version of mixture 

of experts model with MLP networks [12], we add teacher directed learning method. In order to specialize the experts in 

a specific view of faces, we use teacher-directed learning to direct each expert towards the subspace which is to be 

learned by it [13]. To apply TDL to MOE, updating of weights in learning process is controlled. According to the pose 

of the input training sample only the corresponding expert and its neighboring experts are allowed to update their 

weights.  
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From a machine learning point of view, in teacher-directed partitioner MOME, the idea is to divide the face space 

with respect to pose and represent the scenario to the  network by the teacher. Note that in the testing phase teacher 

information on the pose of input faces is not present, thus, the network must infer the final states without that 

information. The detail of the training process is as follows: in the first step the   training samples are projected onto the 

global eigenspace and are then fed into experts. Up to this stage, the training process is similar to that of self-directed 

partitioner MOME. 

To apply teacher-directed learning, we use the Teacher matrix, T, (Eq. (4)), in which Tj denotes the j
th

 column of T 

matrix.   
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                                                      (4) 

Multiplying Tij, the i
th

 element of column Tj , on hi , results in a new h which is nonzero for the j
th

 expert and its 

neighboring experts and is zero for all other experts. For right profile, right half profile, frontal, left half profile and left 

profile training samples, j is assigned the value of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. So expert 1 of the MOME network 

shown in Fig. 2 serves as a +90°expert which also learns a portion of  its neighboring subspace (+45°) , and expert 2 

serves as a +45° expert which also learns a portion of its neighboring subspaces (+90° and 0°), and so on.   

One might ask the reason for updating the weights of the neighboring experts. As a matter of face, we expect the 

model to combine the outputs of two or more experts to recognize faces of intermediate unseen views. For instance, for 

a face of +68.5° rotation, the gating network is expected to combine the outputs of +90° and +45° experts to form the 

final output. To endow the model the ability to interpolate between views, the experts should be able to learn a portion 

of their neighboring subspaces, in addition to their own division of face space; so they will be able generalize in 

recognizing faces of novel views. Thus, for each pose class, weights of the corresponding expert and the neighboring 

experts are updated.   

4   The Proposed Model 

A model for view-independent face detection is proposed in this section. In this model, the standard model feature, 

inspired from visual cortex, is employed [14]. Result evaluations in [15] proved that in tasks containing limited clutter 

scene, instead of using C1 and C2 SMFs, using only C1 is sufficient and even lead to obtain better result. Since images 

in the same view of the face have restricted clutter, using C1 SMF is better suited for face recognition. Since the 

acquired information, resulted in processing our visual environment, in cortex is tremendous, and as a result many 

processes are required to recognize a typical object, this huge obtained data cannot be directly implemented and inserted 

into artificial systems. Therefore, PCA is employed to reduce data dimension. According to the structure of the 

proposed model shown in Fig. 1, the ME is employed. The ME networks are not biased to prefer one class of faces to 

another; in that, the network itself partitions the face space into subspaces and decides which subspace should be 

learned by which expert. 

 
Fig. 1. System overview. The proposed system consists of three biological layers: perceptual analysis, object representation and recognition layer.  

5   Experimental Results 

The dataset used for the structure of the proposed model includes 884 images of 68 people taken from PIE dataset 

[19]. Fig. 2 shows the example of training and testing PIE dataset. All people have 11 images on the views of angels 

(±90, ±67.5, ±45, ±22.5, 0). Views of angles (±90, ±45, 0) are used for training purpose and all 11 views of different 
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people are used for test. The size of each image used in this dataset is cropped and then the image size is changed to 

70×60. For each image in the dataset, the changes in contrast and brightness of images were made using build-in matlab 

functions. Also each pose images were shifted left, right, up down by 5 pixels. Therefore, we use a database of 2800 

face samples and 2800 nonface samples for training and 900 faces and 900 non-faces for testing. 

First, for extracting features, we select proper Gabor parameters listed in Table 1. Then, C1 features of an image are 

concatenating over all orientations and scales to form a linear and consecutive vectors to pass to classifiers. The 

dimension of the final vector is required to diminish since this vector has 1916 length as well as high computational 

load. Therefore, PCA is used to meet this requirement. 50 valuable components are selected to use for the experts. 

Eigenspaces in gating network are taken using C1 SMFs and amount of selected components are the same as before. 

 
Fig. 2. Example of face images taken from PIE 

 

Table 1. Summery of S1 and C1 SMF parameeters 

C1 layer S1 layer 

Scale Band S Spatial Pooling grid Overlap ΔS Filter size s Gabor σ Gabor λ 

      Band 1 8×8 4 
7×7 

9×9 

2.8 

3.6 

   3.5 

   4.6 

Band 2 10×10 5 
11×11 

13×13 

4.5 

5.4 

    5.6 

   6.8 

Band 3 12×12 6 
15×15 

17×17 

6.3 

7.3 

    7.9 

    9.1 

Band 4 14×14 7 
19×19 

21×21 

8.2 

9.2 

    10.3 

    11.5 

5.1 Experiment I 

In this experiment, we examine the role of specialization of experts in our model. In order to attain a better 

understanding of the functionality of the experts, we performed this experiment on detecting unseen face images in 

similar views as the training samples. The results of this experiment are reported in Table 2, where for a variety of the 

number of hidden neurons, for gating and expert networks and the number of components alter from 20 to 70, the 

performance on the test set in terms of detection rate on the basis of taking average over 10 run times is listed. It should 

be mentioned that after searching for network parameter settings which maximize the performance of networks on the 

test set, we found the optimum values of 0.1 and 0.05 for ηe and ηg, respectively. 

 As shown in Table 2, teacher-directed partitioning in MOME reveals much better detection rate than self-directed 

partitioning. It should be mentioned that the best result of this experiment for MOME with self-directed partitioning is 

96.3%, and for MOME with teacher-directed partitioning is 96.7%, with 25 and 55 hidden neurons for the gating and 

experts, respectively and with 50 components. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the performance of each expert of the proposed model and the MEs with global eigenspaces, on the 

unseen face images of training views. The bars denote the average detection rate of each of the five experts, broken 

down by pose class. The standard deviation is also shown. Note that in Fig. 3.a, for any input face image, irrespective of 

its pose, the experts reveal almost the same recognition rate. In Fig. 3.b, where teacher-directed partitioning of face 

space is applied, there is strong expertise in experts in their corresponding pose class. As, for instance, -45° expert, 

represented by the second bar in each bar group, demonstrates much greater recognition rate for faces with -45° 

rotation, whereas its performance decreases dramatically for faces of other pose classes.   
 

Table 2.  Detection rate of different topologies of proposed model  
Number of Components 

20 30 40 50 60  70  

Number of Hidden Neurons for Gating 

16 18 20 22 24 

 

26 

 

Number of Hidden Neurons for Experts 

40 40 45 50 55 

 

60 

 

Self-directed Partitioner MOME 

94.9 95.5 96.1 96.3 96.2 

 

96 

 

Teacher-directed Partitioner MOME 

95.9 96 96.5 97 96.9 

 

96.8 
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Fig. 3. Recognition rates of a) self-directed partitioner and b) teacher-directed partitioner MOME averaged over ten training runs on unseen 
synthesized images of training views broken down by pose class. 

 

As shown in Table 2. and Fig. 3a and b respectively, we come to the conclusion that to achieve view-independent 

face detection with mixture structure, inside our test set domain, it is more beneficial to direct MOE experts to a 

particular partitioning corresponding to predetermined views, instead of allowing it to self partition the face space. In 

other words, dividing the face space with respect to pose is a helpful solution that MOME itself cannot reach, but when 

it is directed towards such solution by means of teacher information, the model exhibits robustness to variations in pose 

in terms of high detection rate for faces of novel views. 

5   Conclusion 

Understanding a neuroscience model of visual cortex performs object recognition is one of the ultimate goals in 

computational biology. Recognition of face/nonface is a difficult problem, which confronts all the major challenges in 

computer vision and pattern recognition. This paper presented a biologically-motivated framework for face/nonface 

recognition. First C1 maps were computed for each image and then the discriminative structure of mixture of experts 

network run. Since the training images have only changes in pose, illumination and view, using C1 SMF is suitable for 

the face represent. The experiments results demonstrate the proposed approach is powerful in extracting the relevant 

discriminatory information from the training face data and the discriminate structure of mixture of MLP experts is very 

high efficiency for the test C1 features. In the face/nonface recognition task the performance of the mixture of two 

simple MLP comparisons with a complex MLP reveals that a mixture structure is much more reliable at solving 

complex pattern recognition problem. Also, it has the advantage of easier training, because of simpler expert networks. 
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